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Jakarta, 26 April 2022  

PT MNC DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT TBK  

(IDX: “MSIN”) 

INVESTOR RELEASE 

Summary of Q1-2022 Results 

PT MNC Digital Entertainment Tbk (IDX: “MSIN” or “the Company”), a subsidiary of PT Media Nusantara 
Citra Tbk (IDX: “MNCN”), recorded a jump in revenue of Rp923.8 billion in Q1-2022, an impressive 90% 
YoY increase in comparison to Q1-2021 at Rp486.1 billion. The consolidated revenue was 28% above the 
Company’s expectations, which stood at Rp721.2 billion. This is mainly derived from the newly added 
revenue streams of various digital platforms  consolidated into the Company, namely RCTI+, Vision+ and 
the 7 online portals. Additionally, the performance of these platforms have shown strong audience growth 
numbers wherein RCTI+ reached a phenomenal 64.4 million monthly active users (MAU), Vision+ 
recording more than 2 million paid subscribers, followed by the online portals, which jointly have 
generated over 80 million MAU.  

Total Consolidated Revenue 

Content & IP and Talent Revenue 

Digital Advertisement Revenue 

Content & IP and Talent revenue contributed solid growth, by posting Rp603.2 billion in revenue for Q1-
2022, an increase of 9% YoY from Rp551.6 billion in the same corresponding period last year, largely due 
to the increase in content production volume, as content production activities continue to recover to pre-
pandemic levels, and also the Company continued its expansion and involvement in its content 
distribution through content licensing and IP monetization. In addition, the ability to produce content that 
is relevant, timely and at competitive rates is fundamentally supported by the Company’s strong 
performance of its market leading talent management pool, being the nations biggest talent source for 
both acting and voice or music labels, with more than 400 artists under its management.  

MSIN's digital revenue out-performed all expectations by posting 789% YoY growth to Rp364.2 billion in 
Q1-2022 compared to Rp41 billion in the same period last year, largely driven by the consolidation 
exercise carried out in March 2022. MSIN's digital revenue increased nearly twofold, outperforming 97% 
to the Company's forecast numbers of Rp184.5 billion. The strong growth was mainly contributed by the 
Company's business restructuring by acquiring various digital businesses, namely RCTI+ and the 7 online 
portals from MNCN. Moreover, the Company’s Multi Channel Network (MCN) also showed an outstanding 
performance on YouTube, Facebook, and TikTok, by housing more than 182 digital content creators, and 
successfully generating 462 million subscribers/followers and 58 billion views. All in all, this represents an 
impressive and promising position that MSIN will hold to capitalize on the growing digital market 
opportunities in Indonesia.  
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Subscription Revenue 

Subscription revenue was posted at Rp123.9 billion in Q1-2022, which delivers a new revenue stream to 
the Company, derived from the acquisition of Vision+ from MNC Groups IPTV business, making inroads 
into becoming the fastest-growing SVOD superapp platform in Indonesia. Vision+ has successfully 
generated over 2 million paid subscribers, 8 million registered users and more than 47 million MAU. The 
subscription revenue outperformed the Company’s budget expectations by 35%.  

E-sports & Gaming Revenue 

E-sports & Gaming Revenue, the Company’s newest and most recent offering, was recorded at Rp5.3 
billion in Q1-2022. This achievement was driven mainly by the performance of the MSIN’s in-app 
monetization of its 74 own casual games. E-sports & Gaming Revenue is expected to increase further in 
2022, as the Company continues to invest and build its Gaming business lines with the highly anticipated 
launch of the Company’s 2 mobile games, Rapid Fire and Fight of Legends due to launch in Q2 and Q3 
respectively this year.  

Direct Costs for Q1-2022 grew to Rp590.6 billion, which represents an increase of 70% YoY from Q1-2021 

at Rp347.6 billion, largely contributed by the injection of the new digital assets namely RCTI+, Vision+, and 

the 7 online portals group into the Company. Production costs remained largely inline with the previous 

quarters.  

Direct Cost  

Gross profit increased by 146% YoY to Rp327.9 billion in Q1-2022 from Rp133.4 billion in Q1-2021, with 
gross profit margin improvement to 35% from 27% last year. Gross profit was 47% above the Company’s 
forecasted numbers in Q1-2022.  

Gross Profit 

G&A expense grew by 157% YoY to Rp85 billion in Q1-2022 from Rp33 billion in the same prior-year 

period. The substantial increase in G&A expense was mainly due to the enlargement and absorption of 

costs from the newly consolidated MSIN digital operations.  

General and Administrative Expenses 

The Company’s EBITDA was recorded at Rp248.2 billion in Q1-2022, a significant increase of 119% YoY 
from Rp113.4 billion in Q1-2021, which translates to an EBITDA margin expansion of 27% from 23% last 
year. On the other hand, net income also delivered a strong 84% YoY growth, from Rp76.5 billion in Q1-
2021 to Rp140.3 billion in Q1-2022. While compared to the Company’s Q1-2022 forecast numbers, EBITDA 
and net income both beyond over-achieved the Company’s target of 62% and 66%, respectively.  

EBITDA and Net Income 
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Business Update 

Content and IP 

The Company cemented its position as the biggest and best content creator in Indonesia throughout 2021, 
in terms of both number of hours produced and the content performance, or audience viewership ratings 
attained across FTA and digital platforms.  MSIN holds MNC Group’s 300,000 hours of digital library rights 
that is and continue to be monetized in a number of ways, such as sales to MNCN's 4 FTA TV stations, 
linear streams and VOD content via the Company’s SuperApps, social media monetization, content 
licensing to 3rd parties, IP licensing and talent management, Non regular ads placement (product or brand 
placements ads that are embedded within the content), and a future business line of NFT monetization.  

MSIN Corporate Structure 

Source : MNC Internal Research, Mar 2022 
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In Q1-2022, MSIN achieved excellent business performance by continuing to be the largest content 
producer in Indonesia, with leading performance in all 4 important programming genres (dramas, 
animations, reality & game shows and infotainment), in terms of production output by hours so far in the 
year as shown on the diagram below. 

In the more essential programming genres for FTA TV prime-time belt, MNC Pictures’ content, has topped 
the charts as 4 of its in house produced drama content has broken national records (MURI) and 
maintained its positioned within the top 10 most watched drama programs in 2022.  

Q1-2022 Content Production Output 

Q1-2022 Top Drama Programs 

In line with the growing quality video entertainment needs in Indonesia, MSIN is set to establish the 
biggest and most integrated outdoor and indoor based studio compound within the Special Economic 
Zone (SEZ) MNC Lido City, called Movieland covering an area of 21 hectares of land, located just under an 
hours car journey towards the south of Jakarta. Movieland will be equipped with international standard 
end to end production infrastructure, facilities and equipment, including various backlots and facades, to 
support and enable creators with best in class tools from pre-production, production, and post production 
processes. As previously announced, phase 1 of this project is set to be completed in S2-2022, which will 
let the Company to kick off some of its production in Movieland. Furthermore, the final phase (phase 2) of 
Movieland will be concluded in 2023.  

*: Content licensed from 3rd Party 
Source: Nielsen, YTD Mar 2022 

Source: Nielsen Ariana 
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Movieland Backlots and Facades  

Talent and Social Media 

The Company’s talent management serves as a strategic unit under MSIN that lets the Company source 
and manage the availability of talent for its continuous content production ambitions, allowing for better 
time and cost control. MSIN’s talent management, which is housed under Star Media Nusantara (SMN) 
holds more than 400 talents with exclusive contract from various entertainment genres such as singers, 
presenters, actors, actresses, comedians, chefs, magicians, influencers, amongst many others. In a 
consistent manner, the talent management unit is provided with fresh pool of talents, since it acts as the 
official talent management for all MNCN’s FTA TV talent search programs.  

In addition, SMN also has a music label with the brands Hits Records (Pop genre) & Swara Bintang 
(Dangdut & Malay genre), the publishing unit Swara Cipta Musikindo, and also social media operations, 
including management of creators across the YouTube MCN (multi-channel network).  

Highlighted Talents  

MSIN’s social media’s traction on YouTube, remained to be the biggest in Indonesia. As of March 2022, 
the Company’s YouTube channels has over 166 million subscribers and 53 billion views. The multi-channel 
network (MCN) unit recorded outstanding attainment, which gained 88 million subscribers and 12 billion 
views, across 182 MCN channels. MSIN’s other social media monetization through Facebook and TikTok, in 
a short period of time, both already having huge base of followers, where it reached 60 million (with 4.6 
billion views) and 236 million, respectively. 
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Social Media Contribution 

Source: MNC Internal Research, Mar 2022 

Gaming and E-Sports 

Gaming industry in Indonesia is projected to rise significantly in the foreseeable future, with increases in 
both, time spent and number of game players. Media Partners Asia (MPA) estimates that Indonesia had 
147 million gamers as of year-end 2021, and expected to increase further to reached 164 million in 2026. 
While according to Newzoo, global gamers set new record high with more than 3 billion players.  

In terms of revenues in Indonesia, game revenue has generated a combined $904 million in 2021 (all 
platforms – dominated majorly by mobile). By 2024, MPA projects that the sector will grow close to 
US$1.1 billion, a revenue CAGR of 6.8%, supported by an increasing ability in consumers’ willingness to 
pay for in-game purchases. Whilst globally, gaming revenue is projected to reach $200 billion in 2024, 
according to Newzoo. 

MSIN’s gaming and E-Sports operations consist of game publishing, E-Sports team management, games 
aggregator, and event management (professional E-Sports competition and talent search) where to date it 
has produced and broadcasted 7 prominent events, with notable partners, such as Garena and Moonton. 
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Link to Fight of Legends Snippets: 

https://drive.google.com/file/
d/1ltfdQpEWMTETKXp4Lw0b8dC9vJyxno4v/view?
usp=sharing 

Link to Rapid Fire Snippets: 

https://drive.google.com/file/

d/1Z17mUmaHAbMS4jMe3u_-ryWo8osvQ2fO/

Online Portals  

The Company owns and operates 7 online portals, namely okezone.com (general and news portal), 
sindonews.com (in-depth information/news), iNews.id (information and news on national and regional), 
idxchannel.com (economy, business, finance, and capital market), celebrities.id (entertainment 
information and news), sportstars.id (domestic and international sport news), and lastly, BuddyKu, which 
has just been released to the Indonesian market as a news portal platform, where its content derived 
from MSIN online portals, other publishers, and content generated by users. These online portal has 
gained a collective monthly active user of around 80 million. 

To increase traction and revenue contribution from the portal group, MSIN has set a couple of initiatives 
to drive these 2 variables by embedding related video on the articles for every content, 60 words 
summary for user convenience to have a quick read, expand its regional coverage to cover all Indonesian 
cultural and territorial areas, AI or machine learning capabilities for all portals, and to gradually increase 
direct sales (higher rate card) contribution over programmatic advertisement. 

Source: Google Analytics, Jan 22 

Another positive development for the Company, MSIN is set to launch 2 mobile games in Q2-2022 and  
Q3-2022, called Rapid Fire (Battle Royale) and Fight of Legends (MOBA). The launch of these games will 
serve as a catalyst of new revenue streams for the Company moving forward, as revenue from these 
games start to be incorporated into the business in the later half of 2022.  

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ltfdQpEWMTETKXp4Lw0b8dC9vJyxno4v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ltfdQpEWMTETKXp4Lw0b8dC9vJyxno4v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ltfdQpEWMTETKXp4Lw0b8dC9vJyxno4v/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z17mUmaHAbMS4jMe3u_-ryWo8osvQ2fO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Z17mUmaHAbMS4jMe3u_-ryWo8osvQ2fO/view?usp=sharing
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SVOD Super-app: Vision+ 

Vision+ is a subscription based superapp, offering video content (linear streaming, exclusive VOD, & 
original content), 74 casual games, and various UGC content through Klaklik. Vision+ has an extensive 
exclusive premium VOD lineup of local content with more than 18,000 hours, more than 110 linear 
channels (local and international), with catch up features. 

Vision+ Content Offering 

For its subscription growth, Vision+ has secured various partnership to achieve a higher trajectory for its 
future subscriber’s growth. Due to the large customer base of MNC Group’s Pay TV/ fixed broadband 
platforms close to 11 million subscribers, Vision+ acts as a bundling option for these subscribers, providing 
a significant upside to upsell and convert this subscriber based to be Vision+ users. Secondly, the Group’s 
strategic investment in Migo, a last mile content distribution platform tailored around optimizing 
customer experience for the mass market, and offers fully offline video-on-demand via its network of 
partner, referred to as ‘Warung MIGO”.  The partnership with Migo opens up Vision+ service to more than 
10 million Indonesian by year-end. Thirdly, an alliance with Indonesia’s largest broadband group, Telkom, 
through its subsidiary IndiHome, to work together in providing the Vision+ high quality video content for 
its subscribers. Lastly, penetrating organic users through telco partnership, such as Telkomsel, XL Axiata, 
Indosat, and Smartfren. 
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RCTI+ is positioned differently to Vision+, as it generates 100% of its revenue from advertising or an 
advertising based superapp, with monthly active users reaching 64.4 million in March 2022. The AVOD 
superapp content offerings consist of 5 content pillars, which are as follows: 

AVOD Super-app: RCTI+ 

I. Video+, a digital version of MNCN’s FTA, 
offering linear streaming for MNCN 4 FTA. It 
offers catch up features (up to 7 days back) and 
time-shift features. Other than the 4 FTA, RCTI+ 
offers additional content, such as bloopers, 
behind the scene, voting features for MNC 
talent search programs, and other creative 
content. This part of the content offering 
(video), MSIN will continue to capitalize on the 
FTA group strong audience share performance. 

II. News+, an extension of the Company’s 7 
online portals selected/top news content. News 
content available on news+ also derived from 
other publishers and UGC content. On a daily 
basis, News+ made available more than 3000 
articles. On every news article, video of related 
topics will be added. 

III. Audio+, consisting of audio series, audio book, 
podcast and more than 2000 radio channels (an 
aggregator for both, domestic & international 
radio channels). Good traction on audio series 
and audio book has been shown lately, due to 
the creation of audio content derived from the 
strong and popular IPs produced under MSIN. 

IV. Hot+, serves as the home for digital version of 
talent search format. The Company already 
boasts over 400+ talents and in the near future, 
MSIN is set to produce “The Digital Voice of 

Indonesia”, the first talent search format 
offered exclusively on any digital platforms in 
Indonesia. Since talent search is one of the top 
performing and popular programming genres in 
the country, and the Company aims to grow its 
large talent pool base, this initiative will serve 
as a strategy to capture both new audiences 
and new talent, that in the future are set to 
move away from traditional media screens to 
digital media. 

V. TREBEL Music is a newly added major content 
category that has been introduced to the 
Indonesian market on the 18th of April (during 
X Factor Indonesia’s grand final) that focuses on 
Music content. MSIN made a strategic 
investment into TREBEL Music as part of its 
continuous efforts to offer a full entertainment 
solution by adding a new downloadable music 
content category as part of the nation’s biggest 
AVOD superapp, RCTI+. Just like an established 
music streaming platform like Spotify 
(subscription based), TREBEL offers 45 million 
songs (international and local) for free 
(download to go) to the users, which is in line 
with Indonesian consumer’s behaviour, who 
prefers free service rather than paid. The newly 
added music features on RCTI+ is expected to 
contribute an increment of 15 million monthly 
active users by end of 2022 to RCTI+.  

OFFLINE MUSIC STREAMING  

MILLIONS OF INTERNATIONAL & 

LOCAL SONGS  

MUSIC IDENTIFICATION FEATURES  

TARGETING MAU OF 15M IN 2022  
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RCTI+ will serve as the biggest catalyst for the Company moving forward, as AVOD platforms 
revenue will dominate Indonesia digital advertising market share for the next 3-4 years, and 
RCTI+ is set to grab a significant share from other established players in the market, capturing 
18% of the overall advertising market in Indonesia by 2024, according to MPA. 

We have had a tremendous Q1-2022 results, where all of MSIN key financial metrics 

has shown encouraging growth with revenue, EBITDA, and net income reaching an all 

time high. I am certain with the current business composition, followed by the renewed 

positioning of MSIN, as the leading content and digital entertainment group in Indonesia, we 

are on the right track to consistently excel in both business performance and offer our  

audiences the best of both digital and non-digital entertainment via our partners. We are  

looking forward towards delivering stronger achievements in Q2, via growing our digital  

penetration across our RCTI+ and Vision+ superapp platforms, and breaking new ground as 

we launch our two new mobile games going forward. 

Comments from Hary Tanoesoedibjo, President Director of MSIN and Executive 

Chairman of MNC Group: 

“ 
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Q1-2022 vs Q1-2021

Income Statements In IDR mio  Q1-2022  Q1-2021 

 Q1-2022 vs 

Q1-2021

(in %) 

 Q1-2022

(Budget) 

 Actual vs 

Budget 2022

(in %) 

Revenues 923.780                486.146                90% 721.190                28%

Content & IP, Talent 603.205                  551.587                  9% 551.587                  9%

Digital advertisement 364.235                  40.959                    789% 184.468                  97%

Subscription 123.857                  -                         - 91.921                    35%

Esport & gaming microtransaction 5.309                      -                         - -                         -

Elimination (172.826)                 (106.400)                 (106.786)                 

Direct Cost (exclude D&A) 590.579                  347.645                  70% 493.282                  20%

Direct Cost - D&A 5.307                      5.067                      5% 5.067                      5%

Gross profit 327.894                133.434                146% 222.841                47%

Gross profit margin 35% 27% 31%

General & Administrative expense  (exclude D&A) 84.957                    33.046                    157% 74.832                    14%

General & Administrative expense - D&A 61.643                    2.875                      2044% 24.417                    152%

EBITDA 248.244                113.397                119% 153.076                62%

EBITDA Margin 27% 23% 21%

Net Income 140.329                76.470                  84% 84.357                  66%

Net income margin 15% 16% 12%

Summary of Key Financial Performances Q1-2022: 
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Disclaimer  

By accepting this Press Release, you are agreeing to be bound by the restrictions set out below.  Any failure to comply 
with these restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws. The information and opinions  
contained in this Press Release have not been independently verified, and no representation or warranty, expressed 
or implied, is made as to, and no reliance should be placed on the fairness, accuracy, completeness or correctness of, 
the information or opinions contained herein.  It is not the intention to provide, and you may not rely on this Press 
Release as providing, a complete or comprehensive analysis of the condition (financial or other), earnings, business 
affairs, business prospects, properties or results of operations of the company or its subsidiaries.  The information and 
opinions contained in this Press Release are provided as at the date of this presentation and are subject to change 
without notice.  Neither the company (including any of its affiliates, advisors and representatives) nor the  
underwriters (including any of their respective affiliates, advisors or representatives) shall have any responsibility or 
liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for the accuracy or completeness of, or any errors or omissions in, 
any information or opinions contained herein nor for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this presentation. In 
addition, the information contained in this Press Release contains projections and forward-looking statements that 
reflect the company’s current views with respect to future events and financial performance.  These views are based 
on a number of estimates and current assumptions which are subject to business, economic and competitive  
uncertainties and contingencies as well as various risks and these may change over time and in many cases are  
outside the control of the company and its directors.  No assurance can be given that future events will occur, that 
projections will be achieved, or that the company’s assumptions are correct.  Actual results may differ materially from 
those forecasts and projected. This Press Release is not and does not constitute or form part of any offer, invitation or 
recommendation to purchase or subscribe for any securities and no part of it shall form the basis of or be relied upon 
in connection with any contract, commitment or investment decision in relation thereto.  Any investment in any  
securities issued by the company or its affiliates should be made solely on the basis of the final offer document issued 
in respect of such securities. 

For further information, please contact: 

Investor Relations: 

Luthan Fadel Putra  

luthan.putra@mncgroup.com 

Samuel Hartono Tanoesoedibjo 

samuel.tanoesoedibjo@mncgroup.com 

Stefanie Laurensia Prasetyo 

stefanie.prasetyo@mncgroup.com 

PT MNC DIGITAL ENTERTAINMENT TBK  

MNC Tower, 29th floor 
Jl. Kebon Sirih Kav 17 - 19 

Jakarta 10340 

Phone: 62-21 3913338 
Fax : 62-21 3910454 
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